An Integrated Detection and Response with Attacker’s Sense

Extended Detection and Response is effective against all kinds of cyberattacks and adversaries, but only when it gets integrated and coordinated intelligence from the key cybersecurity solutions.

Invensense XDR is one of the most integrated XDR that combines intelligence of the key cybersecurity solutions—SIEM, SOAR, EDR, Case Management, Threat Intelligence, Threat Exchange, and other cybersecurity solutions. Invensense XDR integrates these elements in such a way that it becomes a cybersecurity ecosystem that acts at the level of adversaries. This ecosystem combines automated and human efforts mapped around attacker’s tactics and neutralize all kinds of threats. Its integration with threat intelligence and threat exchange makes sure that the system learns from it and becomes more agile towards similar attacks in the future.
INVINSENSE XDR WORKS ON THE OODA APPROACH

The OODA loop is a four-stage process of decision making: Observe, Orient, Decide & Act. Invinsense XDR will cycle through the phases strategically and rapidly as part of the analysis and decision-making process. During a cybersecurity incident, a quick and precise reaction is crucial. The OODA loop followed by Invinsense XDR is designed to help your team make decisions and take action rather than freezing up and doing nothing.

At its core, the OODA loop is a process for identifying and analysing how a living being thinks, acts, responds, and adapts to stimuli. This process is invaluable to your security team and has numerous applications, both offensive and defensive.

The Key Highlights Include:
- Digital landscape of each customer is different, Invinsense OODA allows customization to fit all types of requirements.
- Offers API based integration with 200+ vendors.
- Automated mapping with MITRE ATT&CK techniques.
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SIEM
- Dashboard
- Alerts
- Reports
- Link Analysis Visualization

SOAR
- Playbooks
- Fully Automated Playbooks
- Semi Automated Playbooks
- Manual Playbooks
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Security Solution & EDR
- Block
- Isolate
- Quarantine
- Shell/CMD Command Execution

Security Solution & EDR
- Endpoint Isolation
- Firewall
- Email Security
- Database Firewall
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COMPLETE VISIBILITY AND RESPONSE TO ADVANCED THREATS WITH EDR AND SIEM.

EDR and SIEM are two important components of an organization’s security strategy.

The EDR component provides enhanced endpoint visibility and ensures a faster response time. It spots unknown types of malware hence can protect your organization from advanced malware. On the other hand, SIEM is important because it collects a lot of data from various components of your network, analyzes it for any sign of malicious activities, filters, and prioritizes the alerts to provide an attack timeline that ultimately helps organizations to understand the attacks and stop them.

Weaved together EDR and SIEM offer actionable intelligence through threat patterns and active response capabilities that can block network attacks and stop lateral threat movement.

The EDR and SIEM components of Invinsense XDR are powered by Wazuh. They provide complete network visibility and help security analysts discover and investigate threats and attacks.

The Key Features:

- Monitor endpoints for files, registry keys, processes, applications, open ports, network configuration, etc.
- Collect and normalize a large amount of log data from on-prem and cloud sources including endpoints, emails, applications, servers, and cloud.
- Analyze data, add context and identify threat pattern.
- Real-time visibility for security analysis and active response based on the analysis.
- Configuration assessment and policy monitoring.
- Inventory of running processes and installed applications.
- Detect malicious behavior, malware, phishing attempts, and indicators of compromise (IoC).
- Offer a rich set of dashboards, reports, and link analysis visualization tools to provide complete visibility of the network.
- Ensure compliance adherence with real-time visibility of network and events.
- Correlate events to get a holistic view of the organization’s security posture.
- Automated analysis of IPs, URLs, Domain names, Filenames, Hashes, Registry keys, DLLs.
- Automated analysis of email addresses, links, headers, attachments.
- Guided procedures for standardized incident response.
- Threat intelligence from Cortex, MISP etc.
- Comprehensive and contextual incident response.
- Enable endpoint isolation, blocking, and quarantine.
- Generate alerts and notifications through Email, SMS, ticketing system (powered by The Hive).
COLLECTIVE SECURITY ORCHESTRATION, AUTOMATION AND RESPONSE.

SOAR is a collection of tools that enable organizations to collect inputs from different sources like SIEM, EDR, AV etc. monitored by the security team. The SOAR component of Invinsese XDR is based on Shuffle. This provides incident analysis and response by leveraging a combination of human and machine intelligence. The incident analysis and response procedures are provided by workflows and playbooks.

The Key Features Include:

- No cap on the number of users, applications and cloud workflows.
- Workflow editor and app editor for customization.
- Detection Engineering framework.
- Private apps and integrations.
- Default and custom playbooks.
- Automated remediation workflows for similar incidents.
- SMS and email alerting system.
- Hybrid email triggers, schedules and executions.
- Cloud backups.
- Data location and retention control.
- Audit logging.
- Custom and controllable reporting.
- Risk-based overview.
- Multiple dashboards e.g. Compliance, Management.

INTEGRATED CASE MANAGEMENT, THREAT INTELLIGENCE AND THREAT EXCHANGE

Invinsense XDR also integrates case management, threat intelligence and threat exchange. Extended Detection and Response Security Incident requires scalable and customizable case management integrated with Threat Intelligence and community approach to exchange the learnings.

The Key Highlights Include:

- **Collaborates** - Multiple SOC and CERT analysts can collaborate on investigations simultaneously.
- **Elaborates** - Cases and associated tasks can be created using a simple yet powerful template engine.
- **Acts** - Add one, hundreds or thousands of observables to each case that you create or import them directly from a MISP event or any alert sent to the platform.
- **Investigates** – Look for IOC’s and TTP’s in various threat intelligence API’s
- **Exchanges** – Share your learnings to community
- **Distributes** - The new vulnerabilities across different teams.
INVINSENSE XDR IS FAST, ACCURATE AND EASY TO DEPLOY IN ANY CLOUD (AWS, AZURE, GOOGLE) OR ON-PREMISE LEVERAGING TERRAFORM

Why Terraform:
- Codifies Your Application Infrastructure.
- Reduces human error and increases automation by provisioning infrastructure as code.
- Manages infrastructure across clouds.
- Creates reproducible infrastructure.
- Provision consistent testing, staging, and production environments with the same configuration.
- “15 minutes deployment”
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About Infopercept
Infopercept’s vision and core values revolve around making organizations more secure through the core values of Honesty, Transparency and Knowledge, so as to enable them to make better informed decisions about their security practices & goals. With our synergistic vision to combine technical expertise and professional experience, we aim to further establish our place as a one stop shop for our clients and partners’ cybersecurity and accreditation needs.

Our specialized core team comprises of experienced veterans, technical experts & security enthusiasts having good practical experience & thorough knowledge in the Cybersecurity domain, are abreast of the latest trends and security innovations; ensuring that you always get the best security approach & solutions for your specific business needs, exactly the way you want it to be.